INTRODUCTION
In order to expeditiously and accurately process intelligence information, it is essential that incoming information be systematically organized. Such organization provide a means for categorizing, differentiating and integrating intelligence for retrieval, evaluation, and interpretation. This report will examine and test an application of a highspeed data processing technique which is designed to automatically provide organizational structure for incoming intelligence. The procedure involves the use of a system of computer routines known as the General Inquirer, which was developed for the analysis of message content. The routines, originally devised by a team of researchers at Harvard University (see Stone et al., 1962) The approach to the organization of intelligence information represented by these computer procedures involves the automatic identification and cataloging of a set of previously selected word and phrase forms in the text of the intelligence reports received from the field. Critical word occurrences in the messages are organized into a ret of concept categories flexibly defined by the intelligence analyst. This flexibility, which is essential if the system is to be responsive to the specifics of either particular situations or the particular needs of any given analyst, is achieved through the use of a series of user-oriented programs which employ a syntax readily mastered by the analyst for specifying identification and retrieval operations. Thus, although the programs are internally quite complex, from the standpoint of the analyst-user they are simple to use, allowing for a wide range of options which place all of the computational burden on the computer.
At the time that the General Inquirer was developed, most computer techniques were such that numeric processing was comparatively easy and text processing difficult. The General Inquirer was a much-needed tool in fields that dealt with textual data. The original authors described it as:
...a set of computer programs to (a) identify systematically, within text, instances of words and phrases that belong to categories specified by the investigator; (b) count occurrences and specify co-occurrences of these categories; (c) print and graph tabulations; (d) perform statistical tests; and (e) sort and regroup sentences according to whether they contain instances of a particular category or combination of categories (Stone et al., 1966, p 
. 68).
In content analysis, the General Inquirer functions as a well-trained clerk who assigns particular categories (specified by the investigator before the analysis) to words and/or combinations of words. The IBM S/3GÜ-S/370 versions of the General Inquirer, called the Inquirer II (abbreviated I/II) still contain this capability and also allow for more elaborate analyses of the data. The Inquirer II programs are able to make more elaborate searches of the textual data and provide more options to the potential user.
Content analysis may be defined as a data organization technique which involves a systematic identification of theoretically relevant categories in textual data. As employed in this project, the procedure provides a method for deriving a taxonomy of intelligence reports. Categories of report content and the rules by which they may be identified are defined by means of a dictionary. For the purposes of this project, a special purpose dictionary was constructed from analysis of intelligence reports taken from the intelligence journals of the 28th Infantry Division for the 10-15 December 1944 period just before the German Ardennes counteroffensive known as the Battle of the Bulge. This dictionary provides a taxonomy of the content of the military messages; the procedure described below then organizes, integrates and classifies the messages on the basis of their content similarities and differences. Order is imposed on the otherwi»"' unorganized reports through the identification of dictionary-defined concepts in the reports. Reports which polythetically share the greatest numbers of concept occurrences will be considered "similar," and separated from those not sharing such occurrences of concepts.
Such an approach to the organization of intelligence data allows the individual analyst to flexibly define his own categories of message content and structure. Additionally, it allows for continuous updating and modification of the organizational schema as the situation requires. In a field application of such a system, the sequentially received reports would be entered into the computer according to the conventions outlined below and successive factor structures would be computed for the body of reports forming the data base at any given time. As each successive report is added to the data base, or at any other appropriate time, e.g., at the end of the day« a new factor structure and organization would be computed.
items should be added to the dictionary and then would produce a new structure. Over a period of time, each analyst or installation would thus build a dictionary of intelligence concepts which would be uniquely suited to the type of material and situations boinq analyzed.
METHOD
The general procedure for the analysis was:
(1) a sample of 40 intelligence reports was keypunched into IBM cards according to a set of conventions, (2) a dictionary of critical concepts was constructed, (3) rules for identification of these concepts as they occurred in the text were developed, (4) tabulations of the occurrences of the identified concepts were calculated for each message, and (5) correlations and factor analyses were computed using these tabulations of identified concepts. Full details of the syntax and computer routines employed are in the Appendix.
The intelligence reports (see Miron, Patten and Halpin, 1977) and the specially constructed dictionary served as inputs to the computer system. The program which assigned the categories (tagging program) read in the data a sentence at a time, then located each word in the dictionary. Instructions were given by the dictionary as to what category should be assigned and/or what searches of the context in which the word occurred should be made. The instructions were then executed. When the analysis of a sentence was completed (i.e., all the categories to be assigned had been essigned and all searches had been completed), the tagging program wrote out that sentence and read in the next. The process continued a sentence at a time until all the reports had been tagged. The output from the tagging program was a tagged file which was stored so that retrieval, tabulation, and statistical analyses of the data could be made.
DATA INPUT AND FORMAT
Thirty-three intelligence reports actually received by the 28th Infantry Division, and seven false reports designed to test the capabilities of the system, served as the data base in the present study. These intelligence messages range in content from trival sighting reports of horsedrawn vehicles to 02 summaries of considerable tactical and strategic importance. The procedures outlined here may be followed with any sample of messages, without restriction as to the type or source of the message. However, it is expected that more meaningful report taxonomies will be obtained if each message covers a relatively limiced scope of information.
The report data input is prepared as continuous text as if it were being typed. Each different character of the input text is assigned a function. For example, an alphanumeric character (A-Z, a-z, 0-9) is considered part of a word and a blank indicates the end of a word. The period (.), exclamation point (1), and question mark (?) indicate the end of a sentence. Braces (11), greater than and less than signs (> v), and the dollar sign ($) indicate message identification, titles, and comments which are not to be searched for in the dictionary and not cnven a content category.
DICTIONARY PKKPARATION
The ma lot task in using the Inguirer II system is the creation of a dictionary. A content analysis category (called a concept in the Inquirer systems) consists of a number of language signs (such as words, idioms, and phrases) which together represent a variable in the investigator's theory. For example, the analyst concerned about the moveme»nts of a particular enemy division might be interested in identifying the number of references to that division in reports already received and therefore constructs a category; e.g., "the 26th Volksgrenadier Division," composed of references to that division (Volksgrenadier, VG, 26th VC. Division, 77th VG Regiment, 78th VG Regiment, etc.). The basic procedure in content analysis is to identify (tag) these signs when and if they occur in the text as instances of a particular concept, and score them as such.
The analyst would seldom carry out a content analysis with a sinqle concept. Instead, he is usually interested in examining relations of a number of semantic categories as they appear in intelliqence documents. Therefore, we use a cluster of concepts, referred to as a content analysis dictionary. For the Inquirer system the exposition of this dictionary is in a special language. Dictionary Definition Language (DDL). Details of the syntax of this language are in the Appendix.
Category Construction. The first task in dictionary construction is to define the categories or concepts which were to be identified in the reports under consideration. The listing of these categories, as well as preliminary conceptual definitions of each of the concepts, forms an important nucleus for the actual construction of the dictionary. From this definition of the concepts and their interrelationships, the Concept Name Paragraph (CNP) is constructed. The Inquirer System allows an analyst the flexibility of assigning several different types of interrelations between concepts. The first of these indicates a one-to-one relation between the concept and the tags. In the Inquirer System concepts have names and tags have numbers. The concepts are used in constructing the entry used in the dictionary and at post-processing time for tabulations and listings; during the tagging and searching, it is the ta£ numbers which are used. •\mm\ ijjijWWipwwpiWWi urban (1,18) with subcategories for each, e.g., as in this case, coordinates (1,2,3) as a subdivision of locations (1,2) and even further subdivision of the coordinates into sectors along the forward edge of the battle area. The methodology allows the analyst to add to or subtract from the dictionary, to reorganize categories, or to change the entries.
The concept categories used in the present study evolved from our earlier attempts to produce a subjective taxonomy of intelligence information (see Patten, 1974 and from a detailed examination of the Key Word in Context (KWIC) output listings of the reports themselves (Figure 1) . No brief is made that this conceptual structure is either definitive or exhaustive; the dictionary is presented simply as a part of this demonstration of the methodological approach. However, as will be seen, the empirical test of this dictionary does produce a practical taxonomy of the reports on which it was tested. Entry Selections. After the preliminary definition of the concepts and their interrelations have been completed, the next task is to determine what entries are to be in the dictionary. Two separate philosophies appear at this point. One is that nearly every word in the intelligence reports to be analyzed should be in the dictionary. This philosophy of an exhaustive dictionary has certain methodological attractions, chief among which are that the analyst has considered every possible word and account of those words which have not been found or tagged in the dictionary. This provides some measure of adequacy of the dictionary. Previous research has tended to show that the dictionary in the 3,000 to 4,000 word range will tag somewhere between 90 and 98% of ordinary texts. The other philosophy is that of a selective dictionary iip which only words which are relevant to the concepts at hand are included. In most cases with the selective dictionary, it is possible to determine exhaustive lists of words which are to be assigned a given concept. This is the approach which has been taken in this project. For example, the concept COORDINATES exhaustively categorizes the locus of any action in the AREA OF OPERATIONS. Similarly, ORGANIZATION Includes all organizational sub-divisions encountered in the message sample.
The dictionary underwent a number of revisions before reaching its final form. These revisions were made after inspecting the listings of untagged words and the KWIC outputs. In addition, a logical raxonomy of intelligence information was constructed according to a set of subjective procedures (Patten, 1974) . In brief, the dictionary construction procedures seek to group significant word occurrences in the report sample under a set of major and minor category divisions of roughly equal scope. The total process is selective in that it uses only those items which suggest logically derived categories.
Entry Name Paragraph (ENP). Once the list of potential entry words is constructed, the relation between entry words and the concepts is specified. For this purpose, an exhaustive listing of the vocabulary of the reports may be made by means of the Key Word in Context (KWIC) routine (Figure 1 ). Where more than one word sense appears in a portion of text and the distinction between the word senses is deemed important, conditional rules are constructed to distinguish between the various word senses. The KWIC is extremely useful in determining what rules will work for this differentiation, because it provides a listing of every unique word along with both the textual context in which the word appears as well as the message identification. Table 2 , below, gives the ENP for the military dictionary in this study. It will be observed that many of the entries are conditional in form in order to differentiate concepts. These conditional entries take the form of IF statements which indicate a search of the text for the specified word contexts forward (+) or backward (-) from the dictionary entry word. Thus, for example, the entry word AIR, in Table 2 , indicates that a conditional search is to be made to determine whether the one following word fulfills the stated conditions. The two numbers (1,1) signify that the search begins and end« one word to the right (forward) of AIR. If the word following AIR is FORCE, then AIR is classified as an instance of the concept Army Air Corps. Note that the textual or entry words of the dictionary appear to the left of the colon (:) and the concepts to which they are to be assigned are to the right of the colon (:). For further explanation of the syntax of these entries see the Appendix at the end of this report.
TAGGED OUTPUT LISTING
The initial output of thr> Inquirer tagging program is the original data plus the categories that have been assigned and stored for future use on some output medium specified by the analyst (e.g., tape, disk, or drum). If the analyst chooses, the output from category assignment may be listed so that the text may be inspected to see how well the category "fits" the data.
Those words which did not receive any categorization are underlined in the listing so that the user knows which characteristics of the data were not handled by any of the dictionary routines. Moreover, after having inspected the listing of the output, the analyst may resubmit the original output for re-tagging by the same (usually updated) dictionary or by additional dictionaries. • SMALL  S0LDIER  S0ME  S00N  S0UND  S0UTH  S0UTHEAST  S0UTHWARD  S0UTHWEST  SS  STRASB0URG  STR0NGLY  SUGGEST  SUMMARY  SUSPECTS  SYSTEM  TACTICS  TANK  TEAM  THINLY  TIGER   TIME  TINTESMUEHLE  T0UARDS  T0WN  TRACKS  TRAFFIC  TRAIN  TRIER  TR00PS  TRUCKS  UNIF0RMS  UNIT  UNL0ADING  UNUSUAL  UPC0MING  VALLEY Table 3 summarizes the total number of word occurrences relative to the total words of the report (times a factor of 100) which were tagged in each of the reports for each of the 17 major category divisions of the Concept Name Paragraph (Table 1) . These percentages correspond to the Word Index described previously (see discussion of Tabulations under Methods above).
It is the Word Indices for the full 86 categories and subcategories of Table 1 which will be submitted to analysis (see Table 4 for the Sequence Numbering used). Table 5 summarizes the factor structure obtained from a principal components analysis of the report correlations based on the full set of 86 categories of the dictionary.
REPORT FACTOR STRUCTURE
(Three categories have zero occurrences of identified words. These categories would have yielded zero divisor checks in calculating the factor scores, and for this reason they were dropped.) Five factors accounting for approximately 85% of the total report variance had eigen values greater than 1.00 and they were rotated by Varimax criterion to simple structure.
Factor I identifies reports of large scale enemy troop movements or locations of considerable strategic importance. Factor II identifies reports of vehicular and small scale movement all along the forward edge of the battle area. Factor III identifies those reports dealing with unusual small arms fire. Factor IV identifies deserter and POW reports of lesser reliability and Factor V identifies civilian, prisoner of war interrogation team and reconnaissance reports from reliable sources.
Within each factor, the factor coefficients for each intelligence message indicate the relative weight of the message on the factor. For example, Factor II loadings (coefficients) diminish when the report content deals with foot or patrol activity as compared to convoy and logistic or tactical support traffic. Table 5 indicates that the dictionary successfully organized the message sample into a set of factor groupings which are logically coherent despite the relatively small size of the test dictionary employed. Each of the factors of this report structure represents independent dimensions of classification of the total message sample with successive dimensions accounting for decreasing amounts of the report similarities.
An inspection of
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The complete tagging outputs for all reports are available from ARI. Whatever structure emerges is obviously dependent on the adequacy of the dictionary which is used to process the reports. The factor groupings of the intelligence reports are based solely on the overlaps of the concept categories which occur among the reports. If the dictionary categories as defined are not relevant, the ultimate structure which emerges will be useless. Additionally, the interpretation which is to be given to the structure must be made in terms of the categories which are employed. Thus, for example, the reports grouped under FACTOR II significantly share content occurrences in the dictionary category of Transportation. Factor III reports most prominently share the content of categories Extent, Change, and Weapons. Such a basis for classification is eminently reasonable. Shared content is a practical means of establishing report groupings of significance for intelligence retrieval and analysis provided that the content is meaningfully defined. As indicated, however, the procedure allows an analyst to redefine and change the categories of the dictionary as he chooses and as required by the retrieval or organizational needs of the intelligence situation for which the method is to be used.
Factor I is the most important factor in terms of amount of report similarity for which it accounts. It clearly identifies tactical intelligence of considerable significance. It successfully sifts out those reports of lesser tactical importance while nonetheless including reports not having obvious tactical implications unless seen in the context of the other reports of this factor. Thus, for example, the reports of a small enemy patrol discovered near the 229th Field Artillery Battalion command post takes on tactical significance when included in the taxon including reports of large-scale troop movements and enemy build-ups. Similarly, the otherwise negative report of an absence of enemy artillery fire, especially counter-battery fire, when seen in the context of this factor, implies an enemy stratagem, although otherwise it could imply (as was actually assumed in 1944) an enemy ammunition shortage and defensive posture.
Factors I, II, and III in decreasing order of importance identify various kinds of enemy activity from troop movements and immediate attack threats through truck and convoy movements to small arms activity. Factors IV and V pull together hearsay reports of varying degrees of reliability. Three of the seven false reports (Reports 6, 21, and 23) added to the message set are found with high loading on Factor IV. Of the remaining four fictitious reports, one (Report 25) is found with lower loading on Factor I and another (Report 35) on Factor V. False reports 9 and 15 did not appear with significant loadings under any of the five factors. It is reasonable to expect that deserter, civilian, and POW reports would be of lesser reliability than reconnaissance or interrogation reports, and it is on the basis of these report sources that the computer algorithm has grouped the reports.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The application of a set of procedures based on the content analysis of a tactical intelligence message set led to the identification of a multidimensional message structure. This logically coherent structure could provide assistance to intelligence analysts in the organization and analysis of the data in the message set. However, the content-analytic procedures must be refined.
One clear inadequacy of the present dictionary definition language, as used in producing the above results, is the current inability to define number ranges. Thus, all clock times, map coordinates, and other numbers must be represented as uniquely occurring forms. Additionally, the entire General Inquirer System is programmed only for the IBM S/360 or S/370 computer. Apart from system problems, the generality of the present results are limited by the relatively small data base employed and by the use of a specialized dictionary based on and adapted to that data base. Nevertheless, we believe the results indicate sufficient promise for this intelligence data organizational scheme to warrant further investigation.
.
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Introduction
The methodology for Data Organization discussed in this report is an adaptation of the General Inquirer System which uses a Content Analysis Dictionary to classify words in a document according to concept names, or categories, as defined by the user. Building a new dictionary for documents in a particular environment represents significant effort and time but it allows an individual analyst to investigate his own theories by modifying existing files. The proposed update routine should expedite any changes or variations to exis'ting dictionaries and is easily adapted to program interactive terminal use.
The suggested system consists of several programs or modules which can be executed singly or in sequence as specified by input control cards or keyboard type-ins. In such a system, the minimum configuration would include: The syntax rules for word definitions (described later) can be fairly complex so this program should be run separately to ensure that there are no format errors, duplicate concept names or incomplete word statements. If no serious errors are found, the compiled dictionary is written on tape with an appropriate ID for each of the three sections mentioned above.
Dictionary Update/Compile
This program provides for modifications to be made to an existing dictionary already on tape. The general types of modification are the usual'DHLTTE, ADD, and PxPLACF functions with the capability of rearranging the concept na r ''e structure by combining names under a new category, moving a name from one level to another, creating new names, or indicating one of more names as synonymous. These functions eliminate the necessity for making many changes In the concept names as specified in the word description».
After all changes have been made, the updated version is passed to the compiler for a new run.
Dictionary l'pdate
After an initial tagging run, it may become apparent that some concept names have low frequency counts and should l»e combined, or that other categories are not structured properly. To avoid making changes to the original card deck for the dictionary concepts and word definitions we envision a program to add, deletr, or replace entries. The input may be punched on cards or optionally entered at a terminal keyboard.
Since the concept structure must be flexible, especially in the early stages of data organizaticn , some possible functions contemplated are: Care must be exercised in changing the actual structure of concept names. If a name is erased, the corresponding word definitions may no longer be valid and require modification. Such modifications are also possible, with certain restrictions in procedural order. Deletions or replacements should be made first, then the additions. Since the modifications above are being nnde to a previously compiled (error free) dictionary, stringent program checks are needed to detect inconsistencies before the updated version is recompiled and used.
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Tagging Run
Input to the tagging program consists of edited text and a compiled dictionary. The most efficient method of processing is to store the entire dictionary in core memory and process the text, one report or document at a time. If core memory is limited, the run time will he considerably longer and other techniques will have to be evaluated.
Each word in the tpxt is first matched against the words defined in the dictionary. If no match is found, the word is added to the "left over""" list and the next word is processed. If a match is found, the concept name(8) associated with the definition are appended to the text word and will appear in the output listing.
Since the summaries or counts are kept for each sentence within a report or document, the level identification and sentence number are sufficient to identify each appearance of the tagged words. The total number of sentences per report or document and the number of words per sentence are also retained. Relative summary counts can be calculated based on either of these totals.
Output from this program is a listing for each document, each line of text with one or more concept names at all levels appearing directly below the tagged words.
• A summary for each document appears at the end with raw and relative frequencies given for each category in low to high level organization. These values are also written on tape with the appropriate identifiers and can be used by other modules such as the Transpose and Statistical Analysis programs.
On the first tagging run with a new dictionary, this format provides a complete reference for checking the concept structure and finding possible redundant definitions in the word specifications.
Statistical Options
From the experience gained in the test project, we recommend that summaries of the total number of words tagged in a report or document relative to the number of words in the document, i.e., the word index of the Method section, be used as the basic numerical index for correlational analysis of the report patterns. These indices may be employed in any standard factor analysis routine, a FORTRAN version b?ing appended to the tag file output of the content analysis routines. ♦Untagged.
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Retrieval Idits
Altliouph retrieval may not he specifically requirrd, it is deairablo in order to complete the system. The proposed s>stem would use a request format similar to the dictionary syntax except that a different set of action words to describe the various types of output desired would he employed. These control words are LIST, CONCEPTS, and TAB, iach request is treated separately. The previously tagged text is scanned and a report is const lusted according to the conditions satisfied. .
• LIST All sentences, CONCKPTS Words tagged.
TAn(n) Summary tables for level n.
The form for a request may be compound or conditional as in the word definitions (minus the "word:"). The program prints the sentences , concept names and tagged words, or summary tables for the conditions specified.
Example:
If TAG (n^.nj) s OFFICER
Ml TAR (2)
ELSE.
In this context n^ and n refer to the word count relative to the beginning of the sentence.
Input Conventions
A document can be defined as a unit of text containing one or more sentences, «uch as a message (report), abstract, or paragraph. Analysis is done for each sentence so the grouping can be arbitrary. Although input is basically free form, certain punctuation marks are to be reserved for special functions such as identification, comments, or user tags. [ \i*J are characters which might be used for special controls if data are entered on-line via a teletypewriter or keyboard.
Illegal codos (#1 L |J will be ignored but In any event are normally not available on teletypewriters and most terminal keyboards,
■
Content Analysis Dictionary
Specifications for the dictionary consist of three separate sections -Concept Names, User T^gs, and Word Definitions. The first step in compiling a new dictionary would be to run a KWIC on part or all of the text and consider the general groups of interest, the hiph frequency words, and any other phrases or words which require special consideration because of their unusual or local context. In general, articles, prepositions, and auxiliary verbs are of little interest and would be specified as part of a NOT table.
Concept Names
The proposed adaptation would define the correspondence between concept names and tag numbers by the expression: NAME = Tag Numbers, This relationship can be a simple one-to-one correspondence or a more complicated one to describe major, minor, and one or more subcategories In the form:
Major name = t, ■ Minor name = tp t,. Subdivision = t,, t 0 , t... . 12 3 -Etc, A concept nape must start wi th a letter and contain only the letters A -Z, digits 0-9, and the special character "hyphen," Each name must be unique and should contain no more than 20 characters, and have a reasonable limit, such as 10, on the levels of categories.
Al User Tags
In some cases, certain words or numbers in the text cannot be easily described by word definitions and yet tbe human fditor or coder wants to mark these as belonging to a specific cntegory. An example from the messages might be to tag all map coordinates with a C, such as: The word pistol will 'e tagged according to the category assignment In the dictionary but the word "automatic" will not.
Dictionary Words
Word definitions or statements comprise the major part of the dictionary. They do not contain the conventional synonyms, uses and explanations but are declarations vh ich specify to which category the word belongs, and the rules or conditions for classification. The general form Is: Word; Operation String.
Since words in the text are subject to "chopping", common plural forms for nouns and tense forms for regular verbs need not be entered. The algorithm used will bo described later.
The operation string may bo simple, compound or complex. The simplest form is: Word: Concept Name.
Example: SNOW: WEATHER.
A compound expression is n serlos of Conrrpt Names soparnled by semi-colons C;) and ending wltli a period (.), where key Is one of the options mentioned above; r\y and n define the search range In the text relative to the current word, n-^ or n,, refer to word counts and the search can be backward (negative) or forward (positive). If n, and Uj are not specified the e.ntlre sentence is searched. The first two characters In the current ID field, level 2, are compared with 10. If a match is found, assign the name DEC10, otherwise do nothing.
Chopping Algorithm
•
To reduce the size of the dictionary (and the work involved in its preparation), the stragegy used in the General Inquirer is to define an algorithm which will "chop" a text word by removing the most coimon suffixes to find the root. The corresponding rules for prefixes is much more difficult and will net be attempted.
During the tagging run, each word in the text ( < 20 characters) Is first matched against the words defined In the dictionary. If an exact match is found, the tag numbers are affixed to the word and saved for printing purposes.
Ideally, the index for any match on the first four letters could be saved to eliminate a complete re-scan in the second search. The next step is to subject the word to a series of tests for the most common endings, double letters, and adverbial endings by removing the letters 's', 'ing', and 'ed'. If none of these truncations is possible the word is considered to be undefined and no tagging is done. If chopping is successful, the shortened word is rematched against the dictionary.
The obvious exceptions are the non-standard forms of irregular verbs such as come/came and some noun plurals such as man/men.
Problem Areas
The General Inquirer has one serious shortcoming -the lhablllty to recognize or perform tests on numerical strings. One solution is to provide for automatic tagging of "words" beginning with any diglt 0 through 9, This process would not conflict with user's tags or any qualifiers in the dictionary word definitions.
Internal tags would be generated for the different forms such as 30 (rounds), 6-man (patrol), and 4th (Division). There is a need to recognize those distinct forms and also to provide some means of lagging them within the proposed framework. The specific proltlems which appear in the selfctrd messages for lie study were the map coordinates, 4 or 6 digits, timrs in 24 hour notation, and the numerical designations for military units. Documents from another environment would no doubt exhibit other peculiarities.
Several different approaches have been tried but none so far has resulted in a format consistent with the present system. The 24 hour clock introduces a modular concept and the coordinates are scale dependent, Tn addition, the areas of interest are not necessarily nice neat rectangles and would complicate the description of given geographical regiona.
We suggest the solution of introducing a fourth section to the dictionary specifications under the heading "RANGE." Tach The RANGE directive must always be preceded by the COMP test, which finds and saves the pointer to the numerical string.
i In addition to the proM »ins mentioned above. Comblnnllons of l»and tagging, character manipulation, and extracting capabilities should all be explored to come up with a generalised method rathnr than having to create additional functions for each new application.
